ZOOPHR: Why Choose Us
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https://www.zoophr.com/why-zoophr/
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You’re probably wondering out of all the HR management software choices out there, why
choose ZOOPHR? Well, there are a lot of reasons to pick a free trial with us.
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ZOOPHR Is Made For Managers, By Managers
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We’re not just another one of those giant software companies. We created ZOOPHR
because we’re a group of very busy managers that couldn’t find an hr package that met our
needs.

We Set Ourselves Apart By Bringing People Together
Your company can only be successful if the operations run smoothly. To achieve this, you
need a strong team that collaborates to ensure the business fulfils it’s potential. ZOOPHR
software is about making life easier for your managers, specialists and employees, and
we’re proud of the platform we’ve built.
Every single part of our software is designed for the convenience of your employees.
Imagine not having to send and chase emails to request holiday time, zero issues with being
unable to report an absence and 100% transparent communication for everyone involved in
your daily operations.

With ZOOPHR you can do all of this and much more.

Manage Your Team Everywhere
Recent events show companies how important it is to have plans for remote workers in
place. ZOOPHR is cloud-based hr management software, which means you don’t need to
install it on your computer. All you need to do is log in to the system, and you can manage
your team from all over the world.

As We Expand, So Do You
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We’re continuously searching for applications to add to our software, and we’re excited to be
able to introduce new features regularly. Our latest developments include training, KPI and
biometric attendance features. As we continue to grow, so can you.
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Small businesses can rest assured that they’ll have access to the latest technology and tools
to manage their team.
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You Can Try Us For Free
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We’re confident that we’ve built something spectacular, so we’re offering all of our customers
a 60-day free trial. There are no upfront costs or payment information required. All you need
to do is try us for 60 days and let us show you how our software can change your HR
operations.
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Our Story
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We’re managers of a company called Alpha Wholesale and spent so much time trying to
manage our growing team; we decided to try out HR software. We found some great
options, but it was clear that companies were focusing on providing one or two unique
features and not offering an all in one approach to HR management.
Instead of buying a multitude of different HR packages to meet our needs, we put our heads
together and decided to build ZOOPHR. It includes all the features we feel HR teams should
have access to, and we’re confident that you and your team will love what we have to offer.
ZOOPHR was a dream that we made come true. Everything the package offers was created
by people that understand the drawbacks of traditional HR software.

What Does The Future Hold?

In five years, we want ZOOPHR to be the leading HR software provider in the UK. We hope
to achieve this by continuing our commitment to offering management solutions by
combining our experience as managers with emerging technologies.
Our customers are at the heart of everything we do, and we’re confident that our
commitment and dedication to solving your problems and introducing the latest technologies
will enable us to achieve our vision.

Build a Stronger Today For Whatever Tomorrow Brings
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Getting your HR operations in order means you can prepare for unforeseen events that
might require remote collaboration. We want you to get the most out of your 60-day free trial,
so feel free to contact us to discuss how you can use the software to its maximum
capabilities.
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We’re excited to see what you think of us, so sign up for your free trial today.
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Would you like to sign-up for a 60-day free trial?
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Button: Yes

OK, take me to day one of a better future for my team and me.
Button: No
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Not Yet, I want to learn more about your pricing plans (link to pricing plans)

